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* explore a vast network of ancient tunnels, discover
secrets and find a way to survive in the perilous
dungeons of mount grimrock.* cast spells with

runes, craft potions with herbs and fight murderous
monsters with a wide variety of weaponry.* create a

party of four characters and customize them with
different races, classes, skills and traits.* pure

blooded dungeon crawling game with grid-based
movement and thousands of squares riddled with

hidden switches, pressure plates, sliding walls,
floating crystals, forgotten altars, trapdoors and

more. the new feature list is a little baffling though.
the lack of german support is a bit of a surprise,

given it's fairly easy to make a seamless
international copy of the original game, and you can

play it in english. they're going after the german
market in a big way though, with all the things i

listed earlier, and an option to play in german. it's
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also interesting how they're going about the switch
to steam, as they've basically bought the rights to

distribute it, rather than using the steamworks
features. they're also distributing it as a steam

game, rather than a gog game. which is something i
think will be welcome news to a lot of people who

have moved to steam from gog, and vice versa. i'm
already looking forward to the second part of the

series though. i was blown away by the first, and i'd
love to see more of it in future. but, in the

meantime, i'll wait for the french release.. legend of
grimrock is a dungeon crawling role playing game
with an oldschool heart but a modern execution. a

group of prisoners are sentenced to certain death by
exiling them to the secluded mount grimrock for vile

crimes they may or may not have committed.
unbeknownst to their captors, the mountain is

riddled with ancient tunnels, dungeons and tombs
built by crumbled civilizations long perished now. if

they ever wish to see daylight again and reclaim
their freedom the ragtag group of prisoners must
form a team and descend through the mountain,
level by level.the game brings back the oldschool

challenge with highly tactical real-time combat and
grid-based movement, devious hidden switches and

secrets as well as deadly traps and horrible
monsters. legend of grimrock puts an emphasis on

puzzles and exploration and the wits and perception
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of the player are more important tools than even
the sharpest of swords could be. and if you are a

hardened dungeon crawling veteran and you crave
an extra challenge, you can arm yourself with a

stack of grid paper and turn on the oldschool mode
which disables the luxury of the automap! are you
ready to venture forth and unravel the mysteries of

mount grimrock
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one last thing. i know that many of you have been
asking us to please release legend of grimrock for

linux. i know that was one of our most popular
requests, and i'd like to say that we will get to that

very soon. but you can be sure that it is the first
thing on our list of priorities. i can't tell you when
exactly that will happen, but trust me when i say

that it's coming. legend of grimrocklegend of
grimrock is a dungeon crawling role playing game
with an oldschool heart but a modern execution. a

group of prisoners are sentenced to certain death by
exiling them to the secluded mount grimrock for vile

crimes they may or may not have committed.
unbeknownst to their captors, the mountain is

riddled with ancient tunnels, dungeons and tombs
built by crumbled civilizations long perished now. if

they ever wish to see daylight again and reclaim
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their freedom the ragtag group of prisoners must
form a team and descend through the mountain,

level by level.legend of grimrock 2legend of
grimrock 2 is a dungeon crawling role playing game
with a modern execution but an oldschool heart. a
group of four prisoners have shipwrecked on the

secluded isle of nex. the island is filled with ancient
crumbled ruins, mysterious shrines and a vast

underground network of dungeons and mines. if the
prisoners wish to make it out alive, they have to

overcome the challenges devised by the ominous
mastermind of the island. also worth noting is the
apparent addition of a new pricing level, with the

whispered world going for $14.99. at two years old,
it's slightly disappointing to see the game not
dropping to $9.99 (although it currently costs

$19.99/14.99 on steam). the new site has a bunch of
new features, and the new downloader will

apparently be faster, as well as download new
extras and patches, and even alert you to pms and

forum replies. 5ec8ef588b
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